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Session 1: Word List
fingertip n. the end or tip of a finger

(1) apply fingertip pressure, (2) burn my fingertip

The archaeologist ran his fingertips along the pattern of the
tombstones.

relive v. to experience again or bring back the memory of a past
event or time

synonym : revisit, recall, remember

(1) relive my youth, (2) relive moments

I like to watch old movies to relive memories of my
childhood.

sift v. to put flour, sugar, etc. through a sieve (= a utensil
consisting of a wire or plastic mesh in a frame) to
remove lumps or large particles

synonym : filter, go through, sieve

(1) sift the candidates, (2) sift sand

The search engine helps sift information.

undiscovered adj. not yet found or known
synonym : unknown, hidden, unexplored

(1) undiscovered territory, (2) undiscovered potential

The jungle is full of undiscovered species waiting to be
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found.

incandescent adj. emitting light as a result of being heated; shining
brightly; passionate or enthusiastic

synonym : glowing, radiant, brilliant

(1) incandescent emotion, (2) incandescent personality

The incandescent lights in the room created a warm and
inviting atmosphere.

amass v. to accumulate or gather a large quantity of something
over time; to collect or assemble for future use or
reference

synonym : gather, collect, accumulate

(1) amass a patent portfolio, (2) amass followers

She had amassed a fortune through wise investments and
shrewd business decisions.

tease v. to make fun of someone or make jokes about them,
either in a playful way or to upset them; to separate the
fibers of something; to ruffle a person's or animal's hair
by combing

synonym : bully, annoy, provoke

(1) tease the children, (2) tease wool

This ad is intended to tease a competing product.

opaque adj. not transparent; not allowing light to pass through; not
permitting a clear view

synonym : impenetrable, obscure, cloudy

(1) opaque material, (2) opaque color

The curtains were made of opaque fabric that blocked out all
light.

spacetime n. a four-dimensional continuum consisting of three
dimensions of space and one dimension of time, used to
describe the physical universe according to Einstein's
theory of general relativity

(1) spacetime continuum, (2) quantum spacetime
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The curvature of spacetime is affected by the presence of
mass and energy.

toolkit n. a set of tools, materials, or resources that are designed
to be used together for a specific purpose or task; a
collection of information or techniques that can be used
to address a problem or achieve a goal

synonym : tool set, equipment, utility kit

(1) handy toolkit, (2) digital toolkit

The DIY toolkit includes a variety of power and hand tools
for home repair.

transcribe v. to copy or reproduce something in written or printed
form; to translate spoken language into written text

synonym : copy, record, transliterate

(1) transcribe notes, (2) transcribe documents

She needs to transcribe the interview recording to write the
article for the magazine.

nanny n. a caregiver, usually a woman, who provides child care
services in the home of the children's parents or
guardians, either on a part-time or full-time basis

synonym : childcare provider, babysitter, nurse

(1) part-time nanny, (2) professional nanny

She works as a nanny for a family with two young children.

timelapse n. a technique in photography or cinematography where a
series of images or frames are taken at set intervals and
then played back at a faster speed to create the illusion
of time moving quickly

(1) timelapse photography, (2) capture timelapse footage

The timelapse video beautifully captured the changing
seasons over a year.

blossom n. the reproductive structure on a flowering plant that
consists of usually colorful petals and a typically green
calyx (merging of sepals); the state or time of flowering;
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the peak of a person's or thing's development or
success

synonym : flower, bloom, bud

(1) apple blossom, (2) blossom garden

The cherry blossom trees in the park were in full bloom,
creating a beautiful sight.

acoustics n. a branch of physics that deals with the study of
mechanical waves in gases, liquids, and solids,
including topics such as vibration, sound, ultrasound,
and infrasound

(1) specialize in acoustics, (2) the engineer of acoustics

The physicist specializes in acoustics.

trajectory n. the curved path followed by an object moving through
space

synonym : course, curve, orbit

(1) career trajectory, (2) a trajectory missile

The company has shown an excellent growth trajectory over
the years.

wade v. to walk through water that is not deep enough to swim
in; to struggle or proceed slowly and laboriously through
something, such as a difficult situation or a crowd of
people

synonym : paddle, trudge, slosh

(1) wade down a street, (2) wade through paperwork

I had to wade through the knee-deep water to get to the other
side of the river.

caregiving n. the act of providing care and support for someone who
is ill, disabled, or elderly

synonym : nurturing, caring, assisting

(1) caregiving process, (2) caregiving responsibilities

She devoted her life to caregiving, looking after her aging
parents.
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utterance n. spoken or written words or phrases; the act of
expressing or producing sounds or words

synonym : expression, articulation, declaration

(1) poetic utterance, (2) political utterance

The doctor carefully listened to her patient's utterances to
diagnose his condition.

ascend v. to go or move upward; to become king or queen; to
inherit something, such as a power

synonym : rise, climb, go up

(1) ascend the ladder, (2) ascend to power

The plane began to ascend into the sky.

subconsciously adv. in a way that is not fully conscious or aware of
synonym : unconsciously, without thinking

(1) subconsciously influenced, (2) controlled
subconsciously

He subconsciously picked at his cuticles while he was on
the phone.

restructure v. to organize a company, business, or system in a new
and different way to make it work more effectively

synonym : reorganize, revamp, reconstruct

(1) restructure sentence, (2) restructure my debts

The economic downturn made it necessary to restructure
the business.

scaffold n. a temporary platform or structure used to support
workers and materials during construction or
maintenance work

synonym : platform, staging, framework

(1) scaffold construction, (2) go to the scaffold

The construction workers set up the scaffold to reach the top
of the building.

cutaway n. a section removed from an object or structure to show
the internal workings or details; a break in a film or
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television show to insert footage of a different scene or
film

synonym : section, cutout, excerpt

(1) cutaway collar, (2) cutaway view

The fashion designer included a cutaway section on the
dress to show off the intricate details.

passe adj. no longer fashionable or current; outdated; considered
to be old-fashioned or out of date

synonym : outdated, old-fashioned, antique

(1) passe entertainment, (2) passe trend

Bell-bottom jeans, once considered passe fashion, have
made a surprising comeback in recent years.

penetrate v. to pass into or through something, often by overcoming
resistance

synonym : pierce, stab, go through

(1) penetrate a cell, (2) penetrate quickly into the skin

Western ideology slowly penetrates through the eastern
countries.

co-occurrence n. the simultaneous occurrence or presence of two or more
things, often used in statistical or scientific contexts

synonym : simultaneity, coincidence, conjunction

(1) co-occurrence pattern, (2) co-occurrence matrix

The co-occurrence of these two events suggests that there
may be a causal relationship between them.

videography n. the art or practice of filming or recording videos, often for
commercial or artistic purposes

synonym : filmmaking, cinematography

(1) videography equipment, (2) videography skills

The quality of videography in this film is exceptional.

decamp v. to suddenly leave a place, especially a temporary
residence or a location where one has been staying for
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a period of time; to depart hastily or secretly
synonym : flee, escape, abscond

(1) decamp to the countryside, (2) decamp for safety

Due to the unexpected weather conditions, the hikers
decided to decamp from the campsite.

visualize v. to form a mental image or concept of something; to
make something visible

synonym : imagine, picture, envision

(1) visualize data, (2) visualize flying through space

She tried to visualize the layout of the new house in her
mind.

skyscraper n. a very tall building, typically one in a city
synonym : high-rise, tower

(1) skyscraper apartment house, (2) steel-framed
skyscraper

The 50-floor skyscraper loomed over the city, dwarfing the
other buildings.

clique n. a narrow, exclusive group of people who share similar
backgrounds or interests and who tend to be socially or
politically powerful

synonym : clan, group, gang

(1) clique behavior, (2) form a clique

Members of the popular clique at school often exclude others
from their group.

propensity n. a natural inclination, preference, or tendency toward a
particular activity, behavior, or opinion

synonym : tendency, inclination, disposition

(1) propensity for violence, (2) propensity to procrastinate

His propensity for lying caused him to lose many friends.

explode v. to burst or break open violently and noisily; to cause
something to burst or break open
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synonym : detonate, blast, rupture

(1) explode in anger, (2) explode in popularity

The old building exploded in a fiery inferno.

unstructured adj. not having a clear organization or arrangement
synonym : unorganized, unarranged, formless

(1) unstructured text, (2) unstructured information

The unstructured data took a lot of work to analyze and
interpret.

rev n. a measure of the rate at which an engine or motor
rotates, often expressed in revolutions per minute
(RPM); (verb) to increase the number of rotations per
minute

synonym : revolution, RPM, speed

(1) low- rev engine, (2) rev up the crowd

He stepped on the gas pedal, and the engine released a loud
rev.

hallway n. an interior passage or corridor onto which rooms open
synonym : foyer, corridor, entrance

(1) the head of a hallway, (2) wax a hallway floor

He dashed down a hallway to a bathroom.

whisper v. to speak very quietly to somebody using the breath
rather than the voice so that only those close to you can
hear you

synonym : murmur, rumor, mutter

(1) answer in a whisper, (2) the whisper of the leaves

He took me aside and whispered in my ear.

instinctively adv. as a matter of nature or intuition rather than thought or
training

synonym : inherently, intuitively, naturally

(1) instinctively grabbed the knife, (2) instinctively bad
with children
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Some researchers claim that even humans can instinctively
sense earthquakes.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. ins_______ely grabbed the knife adv. as a matter of nature or intuition rather
than thought or training

2. inc______ent personality adj. emitting light as a result of being
heated; shining brightly; passionate or
enthusiastic

3. the wh____r of the leaves v. to speak very quietly to somebody using
the breath rather than the voice so that
only those close to you can hear you

4. car_____ng responsibilities n. the act of providing care and support for
someone who is ill, disabled, or elderly

5. answer in a wh____r v. to speak very quietly to somebody using
the breath rather than the voice so that
only those close to you can hear you

6. pe_____te quickly into the skin v. to pass into or through something, often
by overcoming resistance

7. res______re my debts v. to organize a company, business, or
system in a new and different way to
make it work more effectively

8. as___d the ladder v. to go or move upward; to become king
or queen; to inherit something, such as
a power

9. w__e through paperwork v. to walk through water that is not deep
enough to swim in; to struggle or
proceed slowly and laboriously through
something, such as a difficult situation
or a crowd of people

ANSWERS: 1. instinctively, 2. incandescent, 3. whisper, 4. caregiving, 5. whisper, 6.
penetrate, 7. restructure, 8. ascend, 9. wade
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10. controlled sub________sly adv. in a way that is not fully conscious or
aware of

11. te__e the children v. to make fun of someone or make jokes
about them, either in a playful way or to
upset them; to separate the fibers of
something; to ruffle a person's or
animal's hair by combing

12. co-_______nce pattern n. the simultaneous occurrence or
presence of two or more things, often
used in statistical or scientific contexts

13. the engineer of ac_____cs n. a branch of physics that deals with the
study of mechanical waves in gases,
liquids, and solids, including topics such
as vibration, sound, ultrasound, and
infrasound

14. res______re sentence v. to organize a company, business, or
system in a new and different way to
make it work more effectively

15. sky_____er apartment house n. a very tall building, typically one in a city

16. apply fi_____ip pressure n. the end or tip of a finger

17. cu____y view n. a section removed from an object or
structure to show the internal workings
or details; a break in a film or television
show to insert footage of a different
scene or film

18. op___e color adj. not transparent; not allowing light to
pass through; not permitting a clear
view

19. tra_____be documents v. to copy or reproduce something in
written or printed form; to translate
spoken language into written text

ANSWERS: 10. subconsciously, 11. tease, 12. co-occurrence, 13. acoustics, 14.
restructure, 15. skyscraper, 16. fingertip, 17. cutaway, 18. opaque, 19. transcribe
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20. capture ti_____se footage n. a technique in photography or
cinematography where a series of
images or frames are taken at set
intervals and then played back at a
faster speed to create the illusion of
time moving quickly

21. sp_____me continuum n. a four-dimensional continuum
consisting of three dimensions of space
and one dimension of time, used to
describe the physical universe
according to Einstein's theory of general
relativity

22. digital to____t n. a set of tools, materials, or resources
that are designed to be used together
for a specific purpose or task; a
collection of information or techniques
that can be used to address a problem
or achieve a goal

23. bl____m garden n. the reproductive structure on a
flowering plant that consists of usually
colorful petals and a typically green
calyx (merging of sepals); the state or
time of flowering; the peak of a person's
or thing's development or success

24. specialize in ac_____cs n. a branch of physics that deals with the
study of mechanical waves in gases,
liquids, and solids, including topics such
as vibration, sound, ultrasound, and
infrasound

25. w__e down a street v. to walk through water that is not deep
enough to swim in; to struggle or
proceed slowly and laboriously through
something, such as a difficult situation
or a crowd of people

ANSWERS: 20. timelapse, 21. spacetime, 22. toolkit, 23. blossom, 24. acoustics, 25.
wade
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26. r_v up the crowd n. a measure of the rate at which an
engine or motor rotates, often
expressed in revolutions per minute
(RPM); (verb) to increase the number of
rotations per minute

27. und______red potential adj. not yet found or known

28. cu____y collar n. a section removed from an object or
structure to show the internal workings
or details; a break in a film or television
show to insert footage of a different
scene or film

29. professional na__y n. a caregiver, usually a woman, who
provides child care services in the home
of the children's parents or guardians,
either on a part-time or full-time basis

30. ex____e in popularity v. to burst or break open violently and
noisily; to cause something to burst or
break open

31. quantum sp_____me n. a four-dimensional continuum
consisting of three dimensions of space
and one dimension of time, used to
describe the physical universe
according to Einstein's theory of general
relativity

32. part-time na__y n. a caregiver, usually a woman, who
provides child care services in the home
of the children's parents or guardians,
either on a part-time or full-time basis

33. und______red territory adj. not yet found or known

ANSWERS: 26. rev, 27. undiscovered, 28. cutaway, 29. nanny, 30. explode, 31.
spacetime, 32. nanny, 33. undiscovered
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34. ins_______ely bad with children adv. as a matter of nature or intuition rather
than thought or training

35. wax a ha____y floor n. an interior passage or corridor onto
which rooms open

36. a tra_____ry missile n. the curved path followed by an object
moving through space

37. de___p to the countryside v. to suddenly leave a place, especially a
temporary residence or a location
where one has been staying for a
period of time; to depart hastily or
secretly

38. ti_____se photography n. a technique in photography or
cinematography where a series of
images or frames are taken at set
intervals and then played back at a
faster speed to create the illusion of
time moving quickly

39. steel-framed sky_____er n. a very tall building, typically one in a city

40. political ut_____ce n. spoken or written words or phrases; the
act of expressing or producing sounds
or words

41. form a cl___e n. a narrow, exclusive group of people
who share similar backgrounds or
interests and who tend to be socially or
politically powerful

42. sub________sly influenced adv. in a way that is not fully conscious or
aware of

43. handy to____t n. a set of tools, materials, or resources
that are designed to be used together
for a specific purpose or task; a
collection of information or techniques
that can be used to address a problem
or achieve a goal

ANSWERS: 34. instinctively, 35. hallway, 36. trajectory, 37. decamp, 38. timelapse,
39. skyscraper, 40. utterance, 41. clique, 42. subconsciously, 43. toolkit
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44. vi_____ze flying through space v. to form a mental image or concept of
something; to make something visible

45. tra_____be notes v. to copy or reproduce something in
written or printed form; to translate
spoken language into written text

46. re___e my youth v. to experience again or bring back the
memory of a past event or time

47. uns______red text adj. not having a clear organization or
arrangement

48. pa__e trend adj. no longer fashionable or current;
outdated; considered to be
old-fashioned or out of date

49. cl___e behavior n. a narrow, exclusive group of people
who share similar backgrounds or
interests and who tend to be socially or
politically powerful

50. re___e moments v. to experience again or bring back the
memory of a past event or time

51. car_____ng process n. the act of providing care and support for
someone who is ill, disabled, or elderly

52. as___d to power v. to go or move upward; to become king
or queen; to inherit something, such as
a power

53. sc____ld construction n. a temporary platform or structure used
to support workers and materials during
construction or maintenance work

54. am__s followers v. to accumulate or gather a large quantity
of something over time; to collect or
assemble for future use or reference

ANSWERS: 44. visualize, 45. transcribe, 46. relive, 47. unstructured, 48. passe, 49.
clique, 50. relive, 51. caregiving, 52. ascend, 53. scaffold, 54. amass
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55. am__s a patent portfolio v. to accumulate or gather a large quantity
of something over time; to collect or
assemble for future use or reference

56. op___e material adj. not transparent; not allowing light to
pass through; not permitting a clear
view

57. go to the sc____ld n. a temporary platform or structure used
to support workers and materials during
construction or maintenance work

58. uns______red information adj. not having a clear organization or
arrangement

59. inc______ent emotion adj. emitting light as a result of being
heated; shining brightly; passionate or
enthusiastic

60. s__t sand v. to put flour, sugar, etc. through a sieve
(= a utensil consisting of a wire or
plastic mesh in a frame) to remove
lumps or large particles

61. te__e wool v. to make fun of someone or make jokes
about them, either in a playful way or to
upset them; to separate the fibers of
something; to ruffle a person's or
animal's hair by combing

62. co-_______nce matrix n. the simultaneous occurrence or
presence of two or more things, often
used in statistical or scientific contexts

63. vid______hy equipment n. the art or practice of filming or recording
videos, often for commercial or artistic
purposes

ANSWERS: 55. amass, 56. opaque, 57. scaffold, 58. unstructured, 59. incandescent,
60. sift, 61. tease, 62. co-occurrence, 63. videography
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64. pro_____ty for violence n. a natural inclination, preference, or
tendency toward a particular activity,
behavior, or opinion

65. apple bl____m n. the reproductive structure on a
flowering plant that consists of usually
colorful petals and a typically green
calyx (merging of sepals); the state or
time of flowering; the peak of a person's
or thing's development or success

66. pa__e entertainment adj. no longer fashionable or current;
outdated; considered to be
old-fashioned or out of date

67. de___p for safety v. to suddenly leave a place, especially a
temporary residence or a location
where one has been staying for a
period of time; to depart hastily or
secretly

68. burn my fi_____ip n. the end or tip of a finger

69. poetic ut_____ce n. spoken or written words or phrases; the
act of expressing or producing sounds
or words

70. career tra_____ry n. the curved path followed by an object
moving through space

71. pe_____te a cell v. to pass into or through something, often
by overcoming resistance

72. vi_____ze data v. to form a mental image or concept of
something; to make something visible

73. vid______hy skills n. the art or practice of filming or recording
videos, often for commercial or artistic
purposes

ANSWERS: 64. propensity, 65. blossom, 66. passe, 67. decamp, 68. fingertip, 69.
utterance, 70. trajectory, 71. penetrate, 72. visualize, 73. videography
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74. the head of a ha____y n. an interior passage or corridor onto
which rooms open

75. ex____e in anger v. to burst or break open violently and
noisily; to cause something to burst or
break open

76. s__t the candidates v. to put flour, sugar, etc. through a sieve
(= a utensil consisting of a wire or
plastic mesh in a frame) to remove
lumps or large particles

77. low-r_v engine n. a measure of the rate at which an
engine or motor rotates, often
expressed in revolutions per minute
(RPM); (verb) to increase the number of
rotations per minute

78. pro_____ty to procrastinate n. a natural inclination, preference, or
tendency toward a particular activity,
behavior, or opinion

ANSWERS: 74. hallway, 75. explode, 76. sift, 77. rev, 78. propensity
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. The company has shown an excellent growth __________ over the years.

n. the curved path followed by an object moving through space

2. She tried to _________ the layout of the new house in her mind.

v. to form a mental image or concept of something; to make something visible

3. The _________ video beautifully captured the changing seasons over a year.

n. a technique in photography or cinematography where a series of images or
frames are taken at set intervals and then played back at a faster speed to
create the illusion of time moving quickly

4. The construction workers set up the ________ to reach the top of the building.

n. a temporary platform or structure used to support workers and materials during
construction or maintenance work

5. His __________ for lying caused him to lose many friends.

n. a natural inclination, preference, or tendency toward a particular activity,
behavior, or opinion

6. I had to ____ through the knee-deep water to get to the other side of the river.

v. to walk through water that is not deep enough to swim in; to struggle or
proceed slowly and laboriously through something, such as a difficult situation
or a crowd of people

7. The _____________ of these two events suggests that there may be a causal
relationship between them.

n. the simultaneous occurrence or presence of two or more things, often used in
statistical or scientific contexts

ANSWERS: 1. trajectory, 2. visualize, 3. timelapse, 4. scaffold, 5. propensity, 6. wade,
7. co-occurrence
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8. Some researchers claim that even humans can _____________ sense
earthquakes.

adv. as a matter of nature or intuition rather than thought or training

9. He dashed down a _______ to a bathroom.

n. an interior passage or corridor onto which rooms open

10. The old building ________ in a fiery inferno.

v. to burst or break open violently and noisily; to cause something to burst or
break open

11. She works as a _____ for a family with two young children.

n. a caregiver, usually a woman, who provides child care services in the home of
the children's parents or guardians, either on a part-time or full-time basis

12. The doctor carefully listened to her patient's __________ to diagnose his
condition.

n. spoken or written words or phrases; the act of expressing or producing sounds
or words

13. The search engine helps ____ information.

v. to put flour, sugar, etc. through a sieve (= a utensil consisting of a wire or
plastic mesh in a frame) to remove lumps or large particles

14. The ____________ lights in the room created a warm and inviting atmosphere.

adj. emitting light as a result of being heated; shining brightly; passionate or
enthusiastic

15. She needs to __________ the interview recording to write the article for the
magazine.

v. to copy or reproduce something in written or printed form; to translate spoken
language into written text

ANSWERS: 8. instinctively, 9. hallway, 10. exploded, 11. nanny, 12. utterances, 13.
sift, 14. incandescent, 15. transcribe
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16. The DIY _______ includes a variety of power and hand tools for home repair.

n. a set of tools, materials, or resources that are designed to be used together for
a specific purpose or task; a collection of information or techniques that can be
used to address a problem or achieve a goal

17. The curvature of _________ is affected by the presence of mass and energy.

n. a four-dimensional continuum consisting of three dimensions of space and one
dimension of time, used to describe the physical universe according to
Einstein's theory of general relativity

18. The 50-floor __________ loomed over the city, dwarfing the other buildings.

n. a very tall building, typically one in a city

19. The curtains were made of ______ fabric that blocked out all light.

adj. not transparent; not allowing light to pass through; not permitting a clear view

20. The economic downturn made it necessary to ___________ the business.

v. to organize a company, business, or system in a new and different way to
make it work more effectively

21. This ad is intended to _____ a competing product.

v. to make fun of someone or make jokes about them, either in a playful way or to
upset them; to separate the fibers of something; to ruffle a person's or animal's
hair by combing

22. Western ideology slowly __________ through the eastern countries.

v. to pass into or through something, often by overcoming resistance

23. He ______________ picked at his cuticles while he was on the phone.

adv. in a way that is not fully conscious or aware of

ANSWERS: 16. toolkit, 17. spacetime, 18. skyscraper, 19. opaque, 20. restructure,
21. tease, 22. penetrates, 23. subconsciously
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24. The plane began to ______ into the sky.

v. to go or move upward; to become king or queen; to inherit something, such as
a power

25. The archaeologist ran his __________ along the pattern of the tombstones.

n. the end or tip of a finger

26. The quality of ___________ in this film is exceptional.

n. the art or practice of filming or recording videos, often for commercial or artistic
purposes

27. Members of the popular ______ at school often exclude others from their group.

n. a narrow, exclusive group of people who share similar backgrounds or interests
and who tend to be socially or politically powerful

28. I like to watch old movies to ______ memories of my childhood.

v. to experience again or bring back the memory of a past event or time

29. She had _______ a fortune through wise investments and shrewd business
decisions.

v. to accumulate or gather a large quantity of something over time; to collect or
assemble for future use or reference

30. He took me aside and _________ in my ear.

v. to speak very quietly to somebody using the breath rather than the voice so
that only those close to you can hear you

31. The fashion designer included a _______ section on the dress to show off the
intricate details.

n. a section removed from an object or structure to show the internal workings or
details; a break in a film or television show to insert footage of a different scene
or film

ANSWERS: 24. ascend, 25. fingertips, 26. videography, 27. clique, 28. relive, 29.
amassed, 30. whispered, 31. cutaway
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32. He stepped on the gas pedal, and the engine released a loud ___.

n. a measure of the rate at which an engine or motor rotates, often expressed in
revolutions per minute (RPM); (verb) to increase the number of rotations per
minute

33. She devoted her life to ___________ looking after her aging parents.

n. the act of providing care and support for someone who is ill, disabled, or elderly

34. The cherry _______ trees in the park were in full bloom, creating a beautiful
sight.

n. the reproductive structure on a flowering plant that consists of usually colorful
petals and a typically green calyx (merging of sepals); the state or time of
flowering; the peak of a person's or thing's development or success

35. Due to the unexpected weather conditions, the hikers decided to ______ from
the campsite.

v. to suddenly leave a place, especially a temporary residence or a location where
one has been staying for a period of time; to depart hastily or secretly

36. The jungle is full of ____________ species waiting to be found.

adj. not yet found or known

37. The physicist specializes in _________.

n. a branch of physics that deals with the study of mechanical waves in gases,
liquids, and solids, including topics such as vibration, sound, ultrasound, and
infrasound

38. Bell-bottom jeans, once considered _____ fashion, have made a surprising
comeback in recent years.

adj. no longer fashionable or current; outdated; considered to be old-fashioned or
out of date

ANSWERS: 32. rev, 33. caregiving, 34. blossom, 35. decamp, 36. undiscovered, 37.
acoustics, 38. passe
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39. The ____________ data took a lot of work to analyze and interpret.

adj. not having a clear organization or arrangement

ANSWERS: 39. unstructured
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